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between basic research and
application: a half-cell setup for high current
density measurements of Ir-based oxygen
evolution reaction catalysts on porous transport
electrodes†

Pablo Collantes Jiménez, a Gustav K. H. Wiberg, b Gustav W. Sievers, a

Volker Brüsera and Matthias Arenz *b

Electrochemical benchmarking in three-electrode setups at a laboratory scale can greatly accelerate the

development of catalysts for the oxygen evolution reaction in proton exchange membrane water

electrolyzers. However, current systems such as the rotating disk electrode suffer from measurement

artifacts, low current densities, and limited extrinsic validity. In this study, we introduce a novel three-

electrode setup referred to as the PTE setup, specifically designed to investigate OER catalysts on

realistic porous transport electrodes (PTEs) used in the anode side of water electrolyzers at high current

densities. We evaluated the effectiveness of the PTE setup using self-supported iridium oxide (IrOx) and

Ir–Co catalysts produced via physical vapor deposition on a porous Ti porous transport layer (PTL) and

pressed to a Nafion membrane. Our results demonstrate that the PTE setup is capable of measuring the

activity and stability of self-supported catalysts creating conditions found in the anode cell compartment

of a single-cell electrolyzer at current densities up to 2 A cmgeo
−2. This setup represents a promising

alternative to traditional benchmarking techniques, offering a practical and efficient approach for

evaluating catalyst performance in relevant electrochemical environments.
1. Introduction

Optimizing efficiency and reducing the consumption of critical
raw materials in electrocatalysts is of paramount importance to
achieve a signicant increase in hydrogen production.1,2 Hence,
bridging catalyst research into their application is of prime
interest. With respect to proton exchange membrane water
electrolyzers (PEMWEs), for their large-scale commercializa-
tion, testing oxygen evolution reaction (OER) catalysts at high
current densities is essential. Such testing should not be limited
to activity measurements but also needs to include accelerated
stress tests. To date, most activity and degradation studies start
with half-cell studies in rotating disk electrodes which are later
veried in membrane electrode assembly techniques, which
effectively work as single cells.3–12 In this regard, the gap
between model studies and application is large. In single-cell
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tests, focusing on the anode catalyst degradation behavior can
be challenging due to the overlapping effects with other cell
elements. At the very least, full-scale trials are material and
time-intensive processes, which rely on a series of instruments
and stack engineering not available to every research group. On
the other hand, while the rotating disk electrode technique is
very useful for fundamental studies of intrinsic catalyst activi-
ties, it falls short of representing relevant electrode morphol-
ogies and their mass transport behavior under realistic
operating conditions.7,9,13,14 Furthermore, the lack of mass
transport in liquid electrolyte compared to membrane assem-
blies limits the achievable current densities to less than 100 mA
cmgeo

−2.15 For accelerated stress test studies and catalyst
dissolution rate measurements, ow cells are the state-of-the-
art laboratory setups for online spectrometry such as in-
coupled spectroscopy studies.16,17 However, the direct contact
of the electrolyte with the catalyst surface also leads to
a substantial overestimation of the catalyst dissolution rates as
compared to accelerated stress tests in membrane electrode
assemblies18 Hence, stability data obtained from aqueous
systems have to be interpreted carefully. Alternatively, the
recently developed gas diffusion electrode (GDE) half-cell setup
offers a more accurate physical representation of the individual
electrode reactions due to its three-electrode conguration
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20129–20138 | 20129
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while preserving the fast screening and exibility that is desired
for laboratory techniques. In particular, a key feature of the GDE
setup is the ability to perform realistic electrode preparation
processes, which unlike in rotating disk electrode measure-
ments, permits the study of the triple phase boundary of cata-
lyst layers. By hot-pressing the coated substrate with a proton
exchange membrane, the catalyst performance can be studied
at high-current densities without limitations in gas solubility
and bubble formation in liquid electrolyte.6 While the GDE
technique has been featured primarily in ORR studies using
carbon gas diffusion layers,19–22 recent efforts have beenmade to
allow their application in OER studies for Ir-supported catalysts
to match previous rotating disk electrode studies.23,24 However,
the high positive potentials required for the OER accelerate
carbon corrosion,25 which can lead to ooding due to changes
in the gas diffusion layer hydrophobicity. Under these condi-
tions, the current is unevenly distributed, resulting in early
failure due to emerging “hot spots” in the membrane causing
uneven swelling and detachment from the catalyst. For this
reason, catalyst formulations based on carbon-supported Ir
nanoparticles typically struggle with early corrosion onsets
resulting in catalyst agglomeration26,27 and loss of surface area.

On the other hand, an increased OER activity up to 10-fold
higher compared to commercial catalysts has already been ob-
tained in the former GDE setup for a new type of Ir-based self-
supported catalysts with a large electrochemical surface area.
This is obtained by a combined alternated magnetron sputter-
ing and acid leaching step, eliminating the need for carbon in
their composition and potentially increasing their stability.28

Even though these catalysts demonstrated higher activity, their
performance and stability measurements were initially limited
due to the constraints of the GDE setup, particularly when
working with carbon-based Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL)
substrates. Consequently, it became essential to improve the
measurement technique to perform catalyst stability measure-
ments using Porous Transport Electrodes (PTEs) using the more
chemically robust titanium (Ti) porous transport layer (PTL)
substrates.

In this work, we develop the GDE setup to enable testing at
industrially relevant electrolysis conditions. To this end, we
optimized the electrode assembly on Ti PTLs with a magnetron-
sputtered IrOx catalyst with an 0.250 mgIr cmgeo

−2 loading to
minimize the inuence of material-related processing steps
needed for the Ir–Co catalysts. Following the rst positive
results in the cell conguration achieving current densities >2 A
cmgeo

−2 in an OER current-step protocol, we conducted a 20 h
steady-state stability protocol at room temperature. The
beginning-of-life and end-of-life OER activity and stability
measurements, completed with cyclic voltammetry data,
suggest that the new method can be used to extract meaningful
information about the catalyst stability and perform degrada-
tion studies. Furthermore, the OER activity and stability of the
Ir–Co self-supported catalyst sputtered on a Ti PTL with the
same Ir loading and a nominal Co : Ir ratio of 4 was bench-
marked and compared to the standard IrOx in the new PTE
setup. Ultimately, this study showcases the possibilities of this
technique to the new generations of self-supported catalysts
20130 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20129–20138
and the high exibility to adapt the setup to specic conditions
by performing minor changes in its conguration.29
2. Experimental
2.1 Materials, chemicals, gases

De-ionized (DI) ultrapure water (resistivity >18.2 MU cm, total
organic carbon (TOC) < 5 ppb) from an Aquinity P-102 system
(Membrapure, Germany) was used for electrolyte preparation,
the cleaning of the upper cell parts and reactant in the PTE
setup. Carbon gas diffusion layers with a microporous layer
(Sigracet 29BC, 325 mm thick, Fuel Cell Store) served as
a substrate for the sputtering of the catalyst lm for the GDE
preparation. Conversely, a Ti porous transport layer (PTL)
(ANKURO Int. GmbH, 0.3 mm thickness, 50% open porosity)
was used to create the PTEs. Polytetrauoroethylene (PTFE)
disks (Bola, 0.12 and 0.25 mm thicknesses), a gas diffusion layer
without a microporous layer (Freudenberg H23, 210 mm thick,
Fuel Cell Store), uncoated PTLs and Naon membrane (Naon
117, 183 mm thick, Chemours, Wilmington, DE, USA) were used
for the cell assembly in GDE (Fig. S1†) and PTE (Fig. S2†)
congurations. As a counter electrode, a platinum wire of
0.5 mm diameter (99.99%, Junker Edelmetalle GmbH) was
used, which was folded several times at one side to increase the
active surface area. Perchloric acid (70% HClO4, Suprapur,
Merck) was used for electrolyte preparation. O2 (99.999%, Air
Liquide) and Ar (99.999%, Air Liquide) were used for magnetron
sputtering, acid leaching, and electrochemical measurements.
2.2 Catalyst synthesis and electrode preparation

To prepare the self-supported IrOx catalyst lm on the carbon
gas diffusion layer substrates and Ti PTL substrates, a linear
sputtering magnetron reactor (Univex 400, Leybold GmbH,
Germany) was used. The process chamber was evacuated to
a pressure of 1.7 × 10−5 Pa. The substrate was rst cleaned in
acetone and isopropanol, and placed on a holder in a load lock
at atmospheric pressure. Then, the chamber was evacuated to
a base pressure of at least 10−4 Pa. From there, a swiveling arm
allowed the holder to enter the process chamber with minimal
interruption. To create the plasma during the deposition, an Ar
and O2 mixture with a 2 : 3 ratio was ignited at the magnetron
electrode at a working pressure of 5 Pa and ushed through the
individual magnetron sources at a ow rate of 100 sccm. For the
IrOx deposition, a magnetron was equipped with a planar target
of Ir (99.95%, MaTecK, Germany) of 177 × 25 × 1.5 mm located
at the upper part of the chamber. The RF generator (Cito 136,
COMET) operated at a driving frequency of 13.56 MHz. A mask
of a 5 cm × 5 cm window on the substrate holder limited the
sputtered area during the deposition. The RF power was 158 W
for the Ir source. The sputtering process was performed in
a continuous deposition during 748 s until the desired Ir
loading of 0.250 mg cmgeo

−2 was reached. The Ir–Co catalyst
was prepared with the same Ir loading and a nominal Co : Ir
ratio of 4 as described by Collantes et al.,28 except a Ti PTL
substrate was used instead of a carbon gas diffusion layer.
Following the deposition, the Ir–Co electrode was leached
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Table 1 Electrochemical protocol used for OER and stability determination of the IrOx catalyst in GDE and PTE setup, indicating differences in
bold

Step Electrochemical technique Parameters

Reference electrode calibration
(both setups)

Open circuit potential (OCP) Gas purge (ow rate) H2 (250 ml min−1)
Time ∼5 min

Electrochemical cleaning (both
setups)

Cyclic voltammograms (CV) Gas purge (ow rate) Ar (100 ml min−1), humidied
Potential limits 0.05–1.2 VRHE

Scan rate 100 mV s−1

Number of cycles ∼30 (until CV is stable)
OER activity Galvanostatic steps coupled with

online high-frequency resistance
determination

Reactant supply GDE setup: Ar (100 ml min−1),
humidied, PTE setup: H2O (40
ml min−1)

Current steps (hold in s) 1–2000 mA cmgeo
−2, 10 s per step,

integrated potential over the last s
per step (30 s per step for IrCo,
integrated potential over the last
10 s per step)

iR-correction 5 kHz, variable amplitude (100%
post-correction)

Stability trial (PTE setup) Galvanostatic steps coupled with
online high-frequency resistance
determination

Current steps (18 000 s hold) ∼2 A cmgeo
−2, 4 block sequence

iR-correction 5 kHz, 5 mV (100% post-correction)
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View Article Online
chemically in 1 M HClO4 for 30 min and then cleaned with DI
water to wash any acid before pressing with the membrane. The
hot-pressed procedure and assemblies for the respective GDEs
and PTEs are described in detail in the ESI, see Fig. S1 and S2.†
2.3 Electrochemical measurements

All the experiments were conducted with a Potentiostat (ECi-
211, Nordic Electrochemistry ApS, Denmark). An overview of
the experimental protocol is presented below in Table 1.

The OER activity was determined through a quasi-steady
state galvanostatic step protocol with increasing currents
based on Schröder et al.23 and scaled accordingly to account for
the loading difference. An AC signal (5000 Hz, amplitude 1–5%
of applied current) was applied during the current steps to
obtain an online high-frequency resistance (HFR) measurement
between the working and reference electrode, which was used
for an iR-correction of the measured potential values.
Fig. 1 Influence of hot pressing on the observed potential of a metallic
Ir sputtered catalyst layer with a 1 mg cmgeo

−2 loading measured in the
GDE setup. The test was conducted in a galvanostatic step protocol
with current densities increasing from 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 30, 45, 60, 80, 100,
150 to 200 mA cmgeo

−2 in steps of 5 minutes per current density. The
measurements were performed at room temperature. The black line
corresponds to a cold-pressed sample, exhibiting contact problems
beyond 30 mA cmgeo

−2. A hot-pressed sample, in the red line, ach-
ieved an extended current density range without showing contact
problems. The inset shows a cross-section of the inner cell assembly
with details of the hot pressing process.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Setup development: from GDE to PTE

The GDE half-cell setup described by Schröder et al.23 consti-
tuted a good starting point to work with carbon gas diffusion
layer substrates, which were initially pressed at room temper-
ature, i.e., cold-pressed. The introduction of the hot-pressing
step was a key element to stabilize the membrane assembly at
higher current densities and avoid detachment due to bubble
formation,30 see Fig. 1.

While the hot pressing of the GDE was an important element
in extending the kinetic-dominated potential region, mass
transport limitations were still present at current densities
greater than 100 mA cmgeo

−2.28 There were further limitations
due to the setup conguration, as it was previously reported by
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
Wiberg et al.29 that the position of the reference electrode and
the counter electrode in the single chamber design could vary
during the measurements, therefore leading to substantial
differences in the iR correction especially at high current
densities.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20129–20138 | 20131
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Fig. 2 Schematics of the design evolution from the GDE setup (left) to the PTE setup (center) and a detail of the cross-section of the top cell
(right) showing the position of the Luggin capillary to the reference electrode (RE) compartment, the position of the working electrode (WE) and
the independent chamber for the counter electrode (CE).
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At the same time, given the small area of the working elec-
trode (WE), the edge imperfections and inhomogeneities led to
a larger spread in the obtained results. High current densities
lead to intense bubble formation at the CE, which is easily stuck
in the PTFE upper cell due to its aerophilic nature.31,32 This can
lead to a blocking of the 3 B mm aperture of the PTFE cell
rendering the covered areas inactive and leading to very high
local currents in the adjacent areas or even a complete loss of
potential control at the WE. All these effects can cause
pronounced degradation effects.

Based on these observations, a new top cell was designed to
test Ti PTLs. PEEK was used instead of PTFE since its compar-
atively lower hydrophobicity reduced the bubble adhesion. The
single chamber design of the cell top part was also substituted
by two independent electrolyte compartments. The main
compartment cantered over the assembly was reserved for the
CE. Adjacent to this, another chamber was designed for the
reference electrode with a Luggin capillary. At rst, the Luggin
capillary ended directly over the aperture of the main
compartment, but it was experimentally observed that with the
two reservoirs of electrolyte in contact, the iR was not less than
4–5 Ohm even at low current densities where no excessive
bubble formation that could affect the Luggin capillary channel
is expected. Most importantly, altering the position of the
counter electrode affected the measured iR drop. Since there
should not be an electric eld inside the Luggin capillary (no
current through the RE), these observed variations can be
attributed to a distorted electric eld due to the non-ideal
geometry of the working and counter electrode. Hence, in the
nal version of the cell, a Luggin capillary with an independent
electrolyte reservoir was designed to directly probe the
membrane. With this design, the iR drop was minimized to 0.1–
0.3 Ohm and remained independent of the counter electrode
position as long as the electrolyte was not transferred between
the two chambers.

The contact assembly also had to be redesigned to accom-
modate the thicker (0.3 mm) Ti PTL, which was increased to
5mm in diameter to offset the edge imperfections caused by the
20132 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20129–20138
sample extraction process. Furthermore, a liquid water feed by
a peristaltic pump replaced the humidied gas, and the carbon
gas diffusion layer backing was discarded, thus eliminating all
sources of carbon degradation. Instead, two Teon disks were
used to ensure tight sealing. To achieve a more even water ow
and to minimize the plastic deformation of the membrane
through the top cell apertures due to the upward pressure from
the water supply and gas evolution, a bottom cell with a rect-
angular ow eld pattern was used. The combination of all
these improvements on the former GDE setup resulted in the
PTE setup displayed in Fig. 2.
3.2 Parametric study in the PTE setup

A comparative series of OER activity measurements was per-
formed in the PTE setup using carbon gas diffusion electrodes
(GDEs) and Ti porous transport electrodes (PTEs) with an IrOx

catalyst with 0.250 mgIr cmgeo
−2, see Fig. 3A. Aer deposition,

a homogeneous catalyst layer was found even on the highly
porous Ti PTL bers, see the cross-section in Fig. 3B and C.
Using IrOx as a benchmark allowed us to concentrate the
characterization efforts on evaluating the impact of substrate
type, reactant supply, and hot-pressing congurations. This
approach eliminates the requirement for additional processing
steps such as acid leaching or activation necessary for Ir–Co
catalysts.

Considering the data series hot pressed at 84 bar (red) in
Fig. 3A, using liquid water in GDE assemblies (lled red circles)
resulted in a slightly poorer performance already at low current
densities as compared to the GDEs supplied with humidied
gas (hollow red circles), indicating ooding problems.

The latter was still better than PTE assemblies under the
same conditions (hollow red triangles), which could be expected
from the larger pore structure at the surface in the PTEs, not
optimized to maximize the number of active sites. Regardless,
the trend in all series was to experience very high with very
noticeable aer 100 mA cmgeo

−2 due to diffusion limitations
from the humidied gas together with the instability of carbon
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 3 (A) Influence of the configuration of the substrate (GDEs vs. PTEs), the supply of reactant (humidified O2 vs. liquid water), and the hot-
pressing (36 vs. 84 bar) in the OER activity of a sputtered IrOx 0.250 mg cmgeo

−2 catalyst measured in the PTE setup. The best setup, substrate,
and reactant supply combination produced an OER activity of ∼1.57 VRHE at 2 A cmgeo

−2. (B) Cross-section micrograph obtained by scanning
electronmicroscopy of the PTE before OER showing a homogeneous IrOx layer thickness. (C) A wider view of the cross-section of the electrode
where the interfaces in contact with the fibers and membrane, internal porosity as well as membrane thickness are visible.
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degradation particularly in the GDE assemblies. On the other
hand, a radically different behavior was observed when
combining PTEs with liquid water, reaching current densities
up to 2 A cmgeo

−2 (lled red triangles) at 1.55 VRHE. This is
a noticeable improvement as compared to the previous study
designs, where the current was limited to around one order in
magnitude lower values.23 Next, the inuence of the pressure
applied during hot pressing of the PTEs over the OER activity
was studied as several studies have reported that high pressures
applied to the stiff Ti PTL bers can accelerate pinhole forma-
tion in the membrane and reduce the catalyst efficiency due to
gas crossover or cause short circuits.33,34 This was a relevant
concern in the context of this study where a larger weight was
needed to maintain the pressure conditions with 5 B mm
samples. Hence, the OER performance using liquid water was
measured for another three PTEs hot-pressed at a lower pres-
sure of 7 kgf (∼36 bar) and compared to the nominal 16.6 kgf
(∼84 bar). The low-pressure settings (lled black triangles)
circles consistently lead to increased overpotentials already at
relatively low current densities and large concomitant Tafel
Table 2 Summary of the influence of different study parameters in the T
0.250 mg cmgeo

−2 catalyst sputtered both on carbon gas diffusion layer

Setup
conguration Substrate type Reactant type

Hot pr
pressu

GDE setupa Carbon GDL Humidied gas (O2) 84
PTE setup Carbon GDL Humidied gas (O2) 84

Liquid water (40 ml min−1) 84
Ti PTL Humidied gas (O2) 84

Liquid water (40 ml min−1) 84
36

a Represented in Fig. S2 in the ESI, section “Setup reproducibility”.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
slopes (80–100 mV dec−1) when going to medium current
densities and beyond, see Fig. 3A. In contrast, the PTEs hot-
pressed at 84 bar (lled red triangles), exhibited substantially
improved and more reproducible activity results to the point
where the error bars are barely visible over the averaged data.
Within this series of measurements, a Tafel slope of 37 mV
dec−1 was calculated in the 10–50 mA cmgeo

−2 region, see Table
2. Interestingly, with iR correction, a linear Tafel of 42 mV dec−1

could still be extracted when increasing the upper tting
threshold to 2 A cmgeo

−2 currents, indicating minor or no
diffusion limitations. In summary, the GDE setup shows no
substantial differences between the use of humidied gas and
water for either substrate, while in the PTE setup, the current
density using humidied gas or low pressing conditions
remains low. Hence, it can be concluded from these experi-
ments that the only way to enable high current densities is by
using PTEs with liquid water in the high hot-pressure setting in
combination with the PTE setup. A summary of the relevant
electrochemical ndings can be seen in Table 2.
afel behavior and OER current density measured at 1.55 VRHE of an IrOx

s (GDLs) and Ti porous transport layers (PTLs)

essing
re (bar)

Tafel slope@10–50 mA cmgeo
−2

(mV dec−1)
Current density
(mA cmgeo

−2)@1.55 VRHE

70 21.4
57 36.5
68 20.6
67 27.0
37 758.7
93 50.8

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20129–20138 | 20133
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3.3 Stability tests

Aer successfully reaching high current densities without
noticeable mass transfer limitations in the polarization curves
performed in the PTE setup, a longer stability test was designed
to resemble operation conditions seen in membrane electrode
assemblies. Previous studies report that the most demanding
conditions for anode catalyst stability are met at continuous
high-current density tests with an extended duration.5,8,15,35

Using the IrOx catalyst as a benchmark for the proposed
protocol, a constant current density of 2 A cmgeo

−2 was applied
for 20 h, separated into 4 sequenced blocks of 5 h. The HFR was
measured online using an AC signal at 5 kHz and 5 mV
amplitude, which allowed the continuous measurement of the
cell resistance while minimally disturbing the measurement.
During the rst ve hours of the stability measurement, the iR-
free electrode potential, represented in black in Fig. 4A,
remained stable with only local uctuations during the condi-
tioning in the rst hour as well as an upward jump at the end of
the period. Small disturbances in the range of a few tenths
of mV were always present due to temporary gas bubble
formation at the Pt CE. The readout time of the protocol macro
in the Potentiostat produced a 1 or 2 second-long OCP period
between the blocks where the activity of the catalyst was
recovered in a downward jump, an effect also seen in
membrane electrode assembly congurations.35,36 The HFR, see
Fig. 4B, was initially very low at approx. 100 mOhm, and only
experienced a slight increase up to approx. 150 mOhm during
the rst 5 hour period. In later blocks, high potential intervals
appeared during short times.

These interferences, which are also visible in the HFR
resistance measurement, correspond to temporary blockages of
the Luggin capillary. Even though the blocked reference elec-
trode prevented the direct interpretation of the degradation
from the potential trend, the measurement remained valid as
Fig. 4 (A) Stability measured at room temperature on the PTE setup of a
the inset in the graph shows the stability of the 0.250 mgIr cmgeo

−2 Ir–C
examination of measurement signals to determine the origin of the high
HFR-free voltage (right axis) vs. time. The dotted line indicates the comp
axis) vs. time.

20134 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20129–20138
the current was still applied continuously, see the right axis in
Fig. 4A.

As the measurement progressed, the cell resistance plotted
in black in Fig. 4C showed a steep increase during the
measurement until a cell potential of 10 V was reached. A
further inspection of the cell chambers aer the test revealed
that the main chamber was almost fully empty of electrolyte.
During the measurement, the fast evolution of H2 bubbles on
the Pt wire at the counter electrode could have caused the
electrolyte to evaporate faster, lowering the area in contact with
the electrode and continuously increasing the cell resistance. In
the last 5 hour period, the 10 V compliance voltage of the
Potentiostat was reached altering the correct recording of the
HFR-free voltage data, see the red dotted line in Fig. 4B. Aer
the test, the cell was relled with electrolyte and the reversible
hydrogen electrode was remade to eliminate any offsets.

In the next step, the stability of an Ir–Co catalyst sputtered on
a Ti PTL substrate was compared to that of the IrOx in a short 5
hour measurement stability measurement at 2 A cm−2 and 60 °
C, see inset in Fig. 4A. The graph shows a reduced number of
data points for a more clear comparison. Aside from an ex-
pected decrease of ca. 25 mV in the reversible electrode poten-
tial from the temperature difference, the further reduction
would support the effects of an activation process observed in
this type of catalyst.28 Notably, it was also possible to record
a stable potential with this material even at 60 °C where a lower
stability could have been expected in comparison to the IrOx

benchmark measured at RT. The catalyst degradation produced
in the stability measurement was assessed by performing cyclic
voltammetry and OER activity measurements in beginning-of-
life and end-of-life states, see Fig. 5.

For the IrOx catalyst, the degradation can be interpreted
from the decrease (6 mV dec−1) in the Tafel slope between
beginning-of-life and end-of-life OER activity, see Fig. 5A.
Additionally, two 30 minute potential intervals from the
0.250 mgIr cmgeo
−2 IrOx catalyst sputtered on Ti PTL. For comparison,

o catalyst measured at 60 °C in a 5 h period. (B and C) Show a cross-
potential regions during the stability IrOx catalyst. (B) HFR (left axis) and
liance voltage limit. (C) Cell resistance (left axis) and cell potential (right

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 5 OER activity and cyclic voltammetry recorded before (black) and after (red) the stability test for the IrOx (A and C) and IrCo (B and D) self-
supported catalysts. TheOER step protocol, in filled symbols, was performed at room temperature for the IrOx, and at 60 °C for the IrCo. In (A) the
hollow symbols show 30 min of integrated measurements from the beginning (black) and end (red) of the stability test, see areas marked in
Fig. 4A. In (C) and (D), the cyclic voltammograms were recorded at 100 mV s−1 between 0.05–1.2 VRHE before the beginning-of-life (BoL) and
after the end-of-life (EoL) OER activity measurements.
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beginning and end of the stability measurement, see Fig. 4A,
were integrated and plotted in hollow symbols together with the
OER data in Fig. 5A. These recorded potentials closely match
the trend of the OER protocol, showing that the stability
measurements in the PTE setup are also capable of displaying
the real performance of the catalyst in artifact-free data inter-
vals. Furthermore, comparing the cyclic voltammogram
features before and aer the stability test, see Fig. 5C, the
decrease in the double layer capacity strongly suggests a loss of
surface area from the catalyst degradation process during the
stability, which could have also been a contributing factor to the
gradual increase in HFR during the stability measurement.
Table 3 Summary of OER activity in the beginning-of-life (BoL) and end-
the galvanostatic steps and integrated 30 minute intervals from the stab

Measurement state Data source

BoL Step OER
2 A cmgeo

−2 stability (30 min)
EoL Step OER

2 A cmgeo
−2 stability (30 min)

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
Despite the larger surface area of the Ir–Co catalyst in
comparison to IrOx, as seen in the cyclic voltammogram
features in Fig. 5D, an analogous reduction in double-layer
capacity was observed between beginning-of-life and end-of-
life states following the stability test. While the Ir–Co catalyst
did experience a Tafel slope reduction of 13 mV dec−1 between
the beginning-of-life and end-of-life states, along with
a decrease in activity at high current densities, it surprisingly
exhibited an enhancement in its OER activity within the low
current density range, as depicted in Fig. 5B. An explanation for
this behavior could be the kinetic activation process of the
microporous catalyst layer, which exhibits a mixed metallic and
oxide nature.28,37,38 This interpretation is further supported by
of-life (EoL) states of the IrOx and Ir–Co catalyst in the PTE setup from
ility test of the IrOx (indicated in black rectangles in Fig. 4A)

Tafel slope (mV dec−1) Potential (VRHE@2 A cmgeo
−2)

IrOx Ir–Co IrOx Ir–Co

39 27 1.57 1.47
— — 1.56 —
45 36 1.59 1.48
— — 1.59 —

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 20129–20138 | 20135
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the cyclic voltammogram features, see Fig. 5D, where distinct
Hupd regions indicate remaining metallic Ir while the large
capacitances are found in higher potentials suggesting the
formation of oxides. Most interestingly, the remarkable
performances observed using the self-supported catalyst prep-
aration on PTEs have also been recently reported using a similar
method in a membrane electrode assembly conguration.39 The
main electrochemical results are summarized in Table 3 below.
4. Conclusions

With this study, we have demonstrated the possibility of
measuring OER potentials at relevant current densities >2 A
cm−2 and temperatures with an improved conguration of the
original GDE three-electrode half-cell that extends the range of
application to conditions found in membrane electrode
assemblies. By combining the PTE setup with PVD-based cata-
lyst production, we demonstrate that it is possible to simplify
and fast-track catalyst research closer to the industry standards
at a lab scale. Although the results of the stability test should
not necessarily provide a quantitative measure of catalyst
degradation, they show the potential of the PTE setup to
perform electrochemical tests under realistic high-current
density conditions. Comparing the behavior of a IrOx to a Ir–
Co catalyst, the importance of employing measurement setups
capable of attaining relevant current densities becomes partic-
ularly evident when considering the nonlinear evolution of the
OER activity in nanostructured bimetallic catalysts.19 Further
development of the PTE setup in combination with parallel
developments of this cell design29 will unlock further capabil-
ities such as pressurized and high-temperature measurements
and coupling with online spectrometric analytics (ICP-MS, OES)
to make quantitative degradation studies possible.
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